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SHAKIRA RETURNS SHAKIRA RETURNS 
Well, if you are wondering what Shakira,
Beyoncé, and Michael Jackson have in
common, it was only aSuper Bowl
halftime show until last week but now
Shakira is officially receiving the award by
being a part ofthe Video Vanguard Award
recipients club. The stellar pop icon will
be receiving the Video Vanguard Awardat
the MTV Video Music Awards which is all
set to take place on September 12,
Tuesday at 8 p.m. ET/PT.MTV has
announced that she will be also
performing a live broadcast for the first
time after a long time.The fans went crazy
as the last she appeared was back in
2006 when she celebrated the debut of
“HipsDon’t Lie” along with Wyclef Jean.
However, it is not the only one!The ‘Hips
Don’t Lie’ singer has been also nominated
for four other awards at this year’s MTV
Video MusicAwards. She was nominated
for Artist Of The Year and Best
Collaboration for the track ‘TQG’ with
KAROL Gand also Best Latin for both the
tracks Acróstico’ and ‘TQG’. It is not new
but Shakira has always been a partof
many Music Awards and at MTV, she has
become quite a familiar face. With four
wins before and around30 nominations,
her consistency is pretty good!
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Event News

Angry Cardi
B throws
the
microphone
at a
concertgoer
at the Las
Vegas
Show
A concertgoer has filed a report to
the police against Cardi B claiming
that she was "struck by an item that
was thrown from the stage," at the
Las Vegas show. The video has
already been viral through social
media, however, things have
escalated. A concertgoer from the
last show in Las Vegas has filed a
report against rapper Cardi B for
throwing the microphone. In the
video, it can be seen that the fan
splashed a drink at her first and
then Cardi B threw the microphone
back.

The Las Vegas Metropolitan Police
Department said on Monday that a
person filed a police report on
Sunday alleging battery, claiming
she was “struck by an item that was
thrown from the stage.” Though
the police department has not
mentioned Cardi’s name the report
matches with the incident that is
getting viral through the internet.
The location of the alleged incident
matches the venue as well.

The incident took place on
Saturday and the video got much
attention over the internet. In the
viral video on social media, the
30-year-old rapper could be seen
hurling a microphone at an unruly
concert-going member after the
person splashed their beverage on
her while the performance was
ongoing at Drai’s Beachclub on
the Las Vegas Strip.
The Police statement on Monday
said that no arrest or citations had
been issued, and “no further
details will be provided at this
time.” The spokesperson for Cardi
B also did not request for
comment.

This is not new but many rash
incidents like Saturday night are
taking place recently where the
artists have been struck by
different kinds of objects while
performing on stage. In recent
times, Bebe Rexha was greatly
injured when a fan threw a cell
phone at her face, Drake also
called out a fan for throwing a
vape on the stage, someone tossed
their dead mother’s ashes up onto
P!nk’s stage while performing.

Cardi B throws microphone at
audience member who threw a drink
at her.

Similarly, Kelsea Ballerini was hit by
an object in the middle of her song,
Harry Styles was found wincing in
pain when someone threw some
mysterious object, and Lil Nas X also
received a sex toy thrown at him
during his performance.
Performances etiquettes are greatly
compromised and that is pushing
the artists on their edges.

In case of Cardi B, she was in the
middle of the action to deliver her
hit track “Bodak Yellow (Money
Moves)”, the song that spent three
weeks at No. 1 on the Billboard Hot
100 chart in 2017; and suddenly, she
was splashed by the liquid from a
cup of a concertgoer.

In the video, it is evident that Cardi
turned very angry and threw the
microphone down in the crowd, and
proceeded to yell but was soon
stopped by the crew.
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Event News

Taylor
Swift’s
Concert
Caused
Seismic
Activity in
Seattle
Taylor Swift’s fans have literally
experienced ‘Shake It Off’ in her
Seattle concert. The Western
Washington University
seismologist Jackie Caplan-
Auerbach has said that the seismic
activity is equal to a 2.3 magnitude
earthquake. Currently, this incident
is being referred to as the ‘Swift
quake’ by the Swifties.

The seismologist has said to the
media that ‘I grabbed 10 hours of
data, from when doors opened to
well after I thought the audience
had gone home, and I just plotted
them out to see how did the ground
shake’. She has also stated that
Taylor Swift’s ‘Era’ concert has
experienced a situation like the
‘Beast quake’ of 2011.

She has also added ‘I don’t really
want to get into a snickering match
between Seahawks fans and
Swifties, but I will say Swifties have
it in the bag…This was much bigger
than the Beast Quake in terms of
the raw amplitude of shaking, and
it went on for a whole lot longer, of
course’.After this incident, many
seismologists have said this is a
‘quite common’ thing to happen
when a large number of people are

 coming to a place and creating a
vibration. In places like music
concerts, due to the dancing, it
can cause these things. Professor
James Hammond has also added ‘A
2.3 -magnitude earthquake is
quite small though, so I expect it
would only be felt quite close to
the concert…relatively small
amount of energy released’. But
he has also confirmed that this
kind of earthquake cannot cause
any serious problems or damage
to the earth.

He has also said, this kind of thing
often happens in sports matches
and music concerts. It only
happens when a huge number of
audiences come together in one
place and create a vibration, only
then it could happen. Jackie
Caplan-Auerbach has said ‘I
collected about 10 hours of data

where rhythm controlled the
behavior.

The music, the speakers, the beat.
All that energy can drive into the
ground and shakeit’.

In this case, Taylor hasn’t spoken
yet, but she has admitted ‘Seattle
that was genuinely one of my
favorite weekends ever…Thank you
for everything. All the cheering,
screaming, jumping, dancing,
singing at the top of your lungs’.

In the coming September, there
would be a show of Beyoncé, which
the seismologist is recommending to
reduce the number of audience.
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MONDAY JUSTICE IS SETTING THE STAGE ON
FIRE WITH THE TRACK ‘AMEN’

Join the music ballad with the talented artist Monday Justice. This
proficient artist is showcasing his creative charm by creating a
wide array of music. He is trying to garner worldwide music
enthusiasts with his diverse range of music. This artist is taking
the initiative to come up with different kinds of songs with each
new release. This particular trait is assisting him to reach out to
more audiences in a short time span. He is an independent artist
who likes to make music on his own. He single-handedly creates,

records, and also produces the soundtracks. It is
his unique method of music presentation that
has kept him different from all the other
musicians.

Hails from the United States, this artist is
currently generating a sensation among
listeners with his latest song ‘Amen’. The
lyrically and musically enriched track is
garnered many ears from all around the world.
Its intense and subtle tune has added a whole
different charm to the track. Along with that,
his flawless deliverance is another trait, which is
getting a lot of appreciation from everyone. His
refreshing musical creation is helping him to
create an individual identity in the music
industry.
 
This artist likes to do experiments with his
soundtracks and that is one of the major aspects
of his songs. That is why, all of his soundtracks
are very much more diverse than each other. It
is one of the major reasons for accumulating a
large number of audiences. He is an Afrobeat
musician but he has tried his hands on various
other genres too. In his creations, listeners get
to listen to pop and R&B music too. All these
have churned out the true flavor of his songs
and gained a lot of attention from everyone.
This artist never leaves any room for
disappointment, which is bringing him even
more growth in his career.

Monday Justice is a prolific artist who is
establishing himself in the music industry at a
slow and steady pace. He has given a lot of
songs in his career apart from ‘Amen’. Some of
his other mesmerizing soundtracks are
‘Overtime on you’, ‘West Side’, ‘Can't get
enough’, and ‘Tell Me You Love Me’.

All of his soundtracks are available on the music
streaming site YouTube. Thus, listeners can
hear out his songs on this platform. Along with
that, one can also follow him on Instagram,
Facebook, and TikTok to get further updates on
his upcoming musical projects.
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Artist Spotlight

Gigi P Rivera is
Ushering Her
Creative
Charm in the
Track 'Mi Naah
Stop'
Join the music ballad with the
immensely talent reggae artist
Tanesha P Rivera, widely known as
Gigi P Rivera. This songwriter and
singer is creating a sensation
among all music enthusiasts with
her exceptional pieces of music.

She has garnered many music
enthusiasts from all around the
world by showcasing her creative
talent. Being an independent artist,
she has never left any room for
disappointment for her listeners.
And that is what helped her
accumulate more number of global
listeners in a short time span. this
prolific musician has shown her
talent by composing, recording, and
producing soundtracks of her own.

In recent days, this artist is gaining
much attention from all the
listeners with her magnificent
soundscape ‘Mi Naah Stop’. In this
soundtrack, she has collaborated
with the phenomenal singer
Treisha Williams. With the unique
talents, this song has become an
outstanding musical creation that
no one has ever experienced.

This artist has also amazed all the
listeners with her intriguing music
flow and attractive lyricism. both
have added a whole new flavor to
the soundtrack, which is why she
has garnered a large number of
listeners.

Rivera has amazed everyone with
her innovative creations. this
artist likes to create different
kinds of songs. And that is what
assists her to create a whole new
identity among everyone. Her
diverse musical presentation has
also shown her creative aura. In
addition to all this, she has also
amazed her audience by creating
soundtracks with attractive tunes
and fascinating lyricism. the
subtle flow of music has enhanced
the essence of the genre in every
aspect.

This artist also tends to create
songs that are much more
inclined toward spirituality. With
this particular trait, she is getting
the opportunity to cater her songs
to even wider audiences.

Gigi P Rivera is a renowned artist in
the music industry. She has given a
lot of songs in her music career and
keeps on entertaining her listeners.
Some of her exemplary pieces of
music apart from ‘Mi Naah Stop’ is
‘Free’, ‘Big up Mi God’, ‘I Love You
(feat. George Rivera)’, and ‘I Call You
Friend’. All these soundtracks are
available on music streaming sites
like YouTube and Apple Music, and
Spotify. Therefore, listen to her
songs on these platforms to
experience the brilliant reggae
music.

Along with that, follow her social
media platforms like Facebook,
Instagram, and Twitter to get all the
updates on her upcoming musical
ventures.
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Artist Interview

Let's Celebrate the
Music Journey of Mirza

Selimović and His
Flawless Inspirational

Musical Styles

Exceeding the heights of popularity Mirza Selimović is
riding the chariot of melodious fueled by his
exceptional talents. This young regional music artist is
known for his boundless musical vibes and highly
engaging musical supremacy.

The soothing melodies along with his charming
presence made his song more enticing for every music
lover. His musical grace and the elegance of his musical
vibes have made every music lover fall for his seamless
craft.

DMR: Let us first congratulate you for your
tremendous success on your music releases; it has
been a treat to witness your music. So, when you
first thought about getting into the musical world?

Mirza: Firstly, I would like to thank you for such kind
words. Since I was a little boy I have been dreaming of
becoming a singer. I often say it as a joke that it’s the
only thing I can do. While I was in elementary and high
school, music festivals and the stage became a part of
my everyday life. Later on I went on to pursue a
different career- I actually  graduated from the Faculty
of Civil Engineering - but the love for music was
stronger than anything else.

 DMR: What has been your musical inspiration that
has driven you to enter this world of musical
supremacy?

Mirza: I find inspiration in many domestic and foreign
performers and bands. I actually learned how to sing by
singing along with our famous singers from the
Balkans, such as Zdravko Colic, Djordje Balasevic and
many others. In addition, I have always greatly admired
the music and work of Freddie Mercurry, as well as the
magnificent vocals of Steve Perry.

 DMR: Your music is truly amazing to witness but
every growth needs proper support and for you
what has been your backbone when it comes to
supporting your growth?

Mirza: In my opinion, the important thing for any
person in music and showbusiness is the support given
by the closest people. Family is the foundation of every
single thing and something that inspires you and
provides an incentive to be better, but also to remain
with both feet on the ground. My friends have always
been there for me to give me some well-intended advice
and constructive criticism, i.e. they are mainly the ones
who are the first to hear some new projects I work on.

DMR: Your musical talents has been discovered
when you were in school and since then you have
been performing, this journey from being
discovered as a young prodigy to one of the most
successful music artists of this age.

Mirza: My beginnings were not easy; it takes a lot of
sacrifice and persistence, but I have been always
striving to reach my goals. Winning a prestigious
compettion in Serbia was wind at my back concerning
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Artist Interview

my future career. While competing you represent
yourself with somebody else’s songs, in your own
manner, but, afterwards,  it is actually really important
to find your own style and way forward.

DMR: You have a huge fan base on both YouTube
and Spotify, what has been your success mantra to
keep going when things were not that easy to
handle?

Mirza: I think that when you make music out of love,
things simply come to you naturally. I’ve never been
obsessed with figures, I simply do what I love and know.
There have been many difficult and hard moments,
especially at the beginning of my carrer when you are
about to establish yourself as a singer and create your
own unique style. However, I have always moved step by
step and never allowed something to discourage me. I
think that you need to be yourself and have quite a
strong personality to survive in the music business.

DMR: Your music has a very fresh way to reach
people, are you willing to try anything new, some
other forms or genres of music?

Mirza: Music is a living thing, and just like the
language it keeps changing and some new genres and
sounds appear. I am quite open to a new sound, but
always trying to stay true to myself. Emotions are for
me the driving force when it comes to music.

DMR: Your music often unites people and your
music motifs are bound to bring people together, is
this a conscious decision, or does this unique flavor
happens to be in your tracks naturally?

Mirza: Music has been connecting people since forever.
I think it represents the unconscious part of us, and
very often, even if we don’t understand the language
and the lyrics, we still feel the energy and emotions
conveyed by the artist. This is where the magic of music
lies.

DMR: Share with us about your all-time favorite track
that has made you fall for this musical craft.

Mirza: Don’t stop believin’- Journey. I have been deeply
touched by this song  in  different periods of my life. I
remember when I was a kid that I was always happy to
hear it on the radio. Its message is great and for me it is
the anthem for the whole life.

DMR: If someone is completely new to the music of
Mirza Selimović, which should they start from? Any
specific recommendation would be great.

Mirza: The songs  “Imas me”, “Ti i ja”, “Bolis me” have
been the milestones of my career so far.

DMR: Do you have anything to say to the aspiring
artists, and how they too can achieve their goals?

Mirza: Above all, it  takes a lot od desire and love
towards music. There is no guarantee and a proven
recepie for success, but the importnt thing is to accept
yourself for who you really are and to find your own
sensibility and genre. It is nice to have role models, but
you shouldn’t compare yourself with others. I think
there is a place for everybody, and that each person will
have their own moment to shine.

DMR: Music is a universal language. Do you think
your music is strong enough to break national
barriers?

Mirza: I think that music breaks down all the barriers,
mine being no exception, and that’s actually the true
beauty of doing this job.

DMR: You come from the Balkans, Eastern Europe,
can you tell me something about the music from
that region?

Mirza: In our region there is a mix of different music
styles and sounds. Different cultures have definitely left
their mark on the music of this area.
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Artist Spotlight

Bouldercrest Baby Offers a Dope Hip-Hop Experience With His
Banger 'ACTIVE'

Rapping is not just words and bars
but also an act that involves
everything and Bouldercrest Baby
has proved his latest musical
creation. This rapper has an
amazing job in crafting the latest
song ‘ACTIVE’ which offers a
unique taste of new-age hip-hop.
The banger is masterfully produced
to make sure there is no room for
error. Absolutely flawless and
greatly engaging, the digital
grooves in the track are quite hooky
and do not fail to captivate
listeners around the globe. Baby
has a slumberous vocal essence
which makes his deliverance sound
more unique and engaging as well.
The bars in the track show his witty
world play and the ability to
envelop everyone even if listened
to once. The song comes with a
clock-time of 2 and a half minutes
only yet offers deep impact even

 after it ends. Truly, it is a musical treat
for all kinds of listeners around the
world.

The track ‘ACTIVE’ has also been
released with an official music video
which is currently gaining much
attention from viewers as well as hip-
hop lovers around the world. In the
music video, Baby could be seen getting
into the groove while two books are set
behind with the meaning of the words
‘Hustle’ and ‘Execution’. With an
explanation of a noun and a verb; the
music video embraces the rapping
community as well as the culture of
hustle and grind. It also focuses on the
fact that execution is important. The
aesthetically designed setting in the
video also shows some smoke around
along with a diamond-studded pendent
dangling from the neck. His initials for
his artist name are also there on the
pendant and that is BB. The swanky

 representation shows how
ambitious and successful the
rapper is even though this is just
the beginning of his career. He
signed under the label Signed 2 The
Streets Empire and that is also
visible at the beginning of the
music video. Hailing from
Mississippi, Bouldercrest Baby is
one of the most talented and
seasoned rappers who is not setting
an example but being a role model
for emerging rappers as well. He
has also recently performed in
Houston Texas. With zeal and
determination, Baby is looking
forward to coming up with more
exquisite hip-hop projects in the
coming days of his career. Follow
him on YouTube to check his
musical works and videos. The
rapper is also available on
Facebook and Instagram.
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Artist Spotlight

Enjoy the
Flawless
Musical
Blends of
Stereo
Glow in
Their
Engaging
Release
‘Dig It Up’
For those who like to have their
adventurous side honed with
sparkling charming music while
they are embarking on a new road,
Stereo Glow will have the best
thing for you. Their music catalog
is brimmed over with dreamy and
adventurous sounds that will cast
an enthralling spell on you. Their
‘Dig It Up’ is a great way to
introduce their music to your daily
life. But their music is so diverse
that, few of their songs can be the
sweetest sources of joy and nourish
your soul, while they too have
explosive shadowing the world with
their musical alchemy.

Stereo Glow is all about the musical
language of Jessica Jellen and Mark
Burke and their inspiring musical
bond. Sensual lyrics combined with
intriguing music, make their songs
more enjoyable. They strive to

expose the roots of nostalgia
and experiment with the
proportion of natural and
synthetic reverberations. With the
ecstatic vocals of Jessica Jellen
and the instrumental mastership
of Mark Burke, this musical duo is
all about the seamless blends of
acoustic and electric guitar, synth,
and bass, followed by their heart-
melting lines. They deliver layered
vocals with guitar combination
and this could transport the
listeners to experience the
unexpected with their seamless
musical aura.

The duo originated during the
time of the Pandemic and since
then they have been delivering
some of their most impressive
releases of all time. From their
perfect union of Arena rock styles,
they have released some
absorbing songs.

They have just released their
latest album ‘Where There Are No
Words’ which has 10 incredibly
arranged numbers. From chilling
harmonies to experimental
rhythms, their musical catalog is
filled with surprises.

Some of their intriguing releases
were ‘Captivation’, ‘Lee Runs Free’,
‘The Next Ice Age’, ‘Soaking In’,
‘Party Rumble’, and ‘The Rain
Became an Ocean’. This critically
acclaimed melodic rock duo is
breaking the mold with their boldest
liberating energy.

With each of their song, they strive
to push the barrier a little further
with innovative ideas and engulfing
sounds. For their ‘Dig It Up’, Jellen
and Burke have spent a good amount
of time penning down this
masterpiece. The prolific nature of
this number is not just in its
consuming melodic nature but also
in its relevant narrative.

The thought-provoking lyrics, catchy
beats, and memorable choruses have
worked so beautifully that the song
will rejuvenate and engage every
music lover across the world.

One can find them on Spotify,
YouTube, SoundCloud, Instagram,
Facebook, and the Official Website.
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Artist Spotlight

Young Star Alli Cazaam Is Ready to Embark on Her Musical
Journey With the Latest Track ‘Alakazaam!’

Join an energetic techno journey
with Brooklyn rising star Alli
Cazaam who has come up with her
brand new single ‘Alakazaam!’, a
magical single available
on Spotify and YouTube.

Thirteen-year-old Alli Cazaam is
ready to set the bar high with her
latest musical work ‘Alakazaam!’. It
is a dance/techno track that is
comprised of high-octane energy.
Somewhere between the retro
synths and a funky bass groove; the
track offers an enticing musical
experience that can be enjoyed by
the music lovers with all kinds of
taste. This creative also consists of
some vocal input that feels like Alli
talking or narrating in the
background. The slumberous, spell-
like lyrical approach along with an
ethereal music composition make
this track true magic just like its
name suggests. ‘Alakazaam!’ is
referred to as an invocation to
magical powers this track is a

 medium of those powers. Born on
October 31, 2009; Alli is only in her teen
years yet she is making some major
progress on her musical journey that
just started. The song ‘Alakazaam!’ was
released on August 18, 2023, and
currently, it is gathering a lot of
attention from musical lovers around
the globe. Her knack for music
developed in her childhood and now has
become a singer, musician, and dancer
as well. She received the unique middle
name ‘Cazaam’ as her father loves
magic. Her real-life Godfather Paul
Daniel “Ace” Frehley is the original co-
founder of KISS.

Currently, Alli Cazaam is working hard
on her upcoming musical
album ‘INCANTATION’ which is
scheduled to be released later in this
year under the label of Zebula Records.
Born in Brooklyn, New York, this highly
talented teen artist spreading her
musical aura around the world and this
is just the beginning. She is looking
forward to offering more exciting

musical projects in the coming days
of her highly progressive musical
career. Alli has a knack for
Halloween as it is her birthday and
this young artist already donating
to charity. There is an Alli Cazaam
Foundation that contributes every
year to schools nationwide. The
foundation helps young students
with donations in various sectors.

Alli has an official website from
where her fans can get to about
more information. It can also help
the fans purchase various merch
products from the virtual store.
Currently, she is not participating
in any upcoming event however,
she is willing to do some soon in
the coming days.

Stay tuned and follow her on
Spotify and YouTube to learn more
about her music. She is also
available on Instagram and Twitter.
Follow her over there for more
updates.
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Music News

MTV Video Music Awards has announced the Performers for
This Year

The MTV Video Music Awards is
going to take place just a few weeks
after and MTV has announced the
artists' names who will perform on
the show. The authority has
declared that Demi Lovato, Karol G,
Stray Kids, and Måneskin will
surely perform on the stage of the
MTV Video Music Awards 2023.
The MTV VMA will take place at
the Prudential Center in New Jersey
on the 12th of September at 8 p.m.
ET/PT. It will be the third time
when Demi Lovato is going to
perform at the MTV VMA. It is
coming to know that the artist will
perform her new album, named
‘REVAMPED’.

On the other hand, Karol G is also
going to perform at the MTV VMA,
which has created excitement
among everyone. It will be the very 

first time when Karol is going
to perform at the MTV VMA. Currently,
she is on Mañana Será Bonito Tour in
North America. Along with this, it also
has been confirmed that the artist will
perform her latest creation Mañana Será
Bonito (Bichota Season) at the VMA. All
of her fans are very much thrilled to see
her on the stage for the Video Music
Award for the first time.

Along with this, Stray Kids are also
ready to make their debut at the MTV
VMA 2023. This boy band will perform
their latest single ‘S-CLASS’ from their
new album ‘5-STAR‘. Audiences are very
much eager to see them on the stage for
the first time. This band has shown their
talent in various ways. They have always
come up with a wide range of diverse
music. Thus, everyone is waiting for
their performance at the VMA 2023.

Måneskin is another band that has
gained huge popularity over the
last few years. This band has always
mesmerized everyone with their
innovative rock soundscapes. And
this time, the band is all ready to
set the stage on fire. Last year,
Måneskin won the best alternative
award. Along with that, they have
also performed last year. This is
why, audiences are even more
excited to see them performing this
year.

This year all these four performers
are not only going to perform but
they are also nominated for various
kinds of awards. Therefore,
audiences are waiting to see who
will bag how many awards this
year.
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Music News

MICHAEL JACKSON: LET’S CELEBRATE THE
BIRTH ANNIVERSARY OF THE KING OF POP

Coming from a family of music lovers, Michael Jackson was born
on the 29th of August 1958 in Garay, Indiana, in the US. He was
the sixth child of his parents, Joseph and Katherine Jackson. And
while growing up Joe Jackson formed a band with his children and
named it The Jackson Five in 1964. From his early days of singing,
he showed the potential to become one of the leading pop music
artists of all time.

He was not just a singer or a music performer; he was a great
songwriter, dancer, and philanthropist as well. From his iconic
dance move, ‘Moonwalk’ to his ‘Earth Song’, this man was a

brilliant artist and great human being.

Jackson Five Days

Since the amateur days of his performance, he
has shown a tremendous ability to perform
flawlessly. His singing ability was extremely
good, and by then people had started noticing
his dancing ability as well. His smooth dancing
styles were extremely appreciated from that
age. Due to excellent singing skills and brilliant
dancing aptitude with an impressive stage
presence, he attracted the attention of Taylor,
one of the eminent pianists of all ages. By 1968
the Jackson Boys received support from the
Apollo Theatre in New York City, after the
prominent presence of the singer Diana Ross.

Inception of the Star

In 1975, ending their time with Motown, the
Jackson Five they continued as The Jacksons
started recording with Epic Records. The group
released several albums and it was prominent by
then that Michael Jackson was going to be the
leading man of the show.

In 1979 he focused on his solo career and
released his first solo album, Off the Wall. Even
though, the Jacksons were performing and
releasing their music internationally, but, the
success of his solo venture exceeded all
expectations. This was the inception of a star
who eventually became the ‘King of Pop’.

The world was and still is enthralled by this
artist as he continued to charm everyone with
his music, dance, and his mere presence. On
June 25, 2009, the world lost this star but he is
still alive in the hearts of his million or billion
fans. He has been one of those artists whose
creations are timeless, and this person has
iconic presence is extremely inspiring.

On the occasion of his birthday, the world is
paying respect to this evergreen ‘King of Pop’.
Celebrating his music is the only way to pay
homage to him. And his immense amount of
contribution will make people celebrate him
even after centuries.
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Music News

‘I Will Miss My
Friend Forever’
Lady Gaga
Says In
Memory of
Tony Bennett
Following his death Gaga wrote, “I
will miss my friend forever.” In that
lengthy post, she stated her
emotions meticulously in words on
Sunday night. She wrote, “I will
miss singing with him, recording
with him, talking with him, being
on stage together. With Tony, I got
to live my life in a time warp. Tony
& I had this magical power. We
transported ourselves to another
era, modernized the music
together, & gave it all new life as a
singing duo. But it wasn’t an act.
Our relationship was very real.”

Bennett was diagnosed with
Alzheimer’s disease in 2016, and we
have lost him to this now. And his
last public appearance was with
Gaga for their “One Last Time: An
Evening With Tony Bennett and
Lady Gaga” concert at the Radio
City Music Hall in August 2021. The
pair released two timeless albums
together, one in 2014 and another
in 2021. Both of their
collaborations, 2021’s ‘Love for
Sale’ and 2014’s ‘Cheek to Cheek’
are packed with their boundless

musical skills and genius.

Gaga said, “Sure he taught me
about music, about showbiz life,
but he also showed me how to keep
my spirits high and my head
screwed on straight. ‘Straight
ahead,’ he’d say. He was an
optimist, he believed in quality

work AND quality life.” She added,
“Plus, there was the gratitude…
Tony was always grateful. He
served in WWII, marched with
Martin Luther King Jr., and sang
jazz with the greatest singers and
players in the world.”

They were friends despite their
age gap, and about this Gaga said,
“I’ve been grieving the loss of
Tony for a long time. We had a
very long and powerful goodbye.
Though there were 5 decades
between us, he was my friend. My
real true friend. Our age difference

 didn’t matter– in fact, it gave us
each something neither of us had
with most people. We were from two
different stages in life entirely —
inspired.” And she finally
articulated, “Losing Tony to
Alzheimer’s has been painful but it
was also really beautiful.” And
everyone could feel her when she
wrote, “I’ll never forget this
experience. I’ll never forget Tony
Bennett.” With this post, she posted
a picture of them hugging which
made every Tony Bennett fan shade
a tear for this duo.
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Music News

BLACKPINK’s
‘DDU-DU
DDU-DU’
Becomes the
First MV to
Cross the
Mark of 2.1
Billion Views
on YouTube

BLACKPINK has hit another
milestone with their official music
video of ‘DDU-DU DDU-DU’
crossing the mark of 2.1 billion
views on YouTube. On July 30, an
announcement by YG
Entertainment confirmed that the
MV has hit the milestone. This is
the first for any K-pop artist or
group to hit this achievement.
Clearly, the quartet marked its
name in the history of K-pop.

‘DDU-DU DDU-DU’ is one of the
most hit numbers by the
BLACKPINK which was released at
the time when the group was only
two years old. The song was
released on June 15, 2018, and now,
after 5 long years, the song is still
buzzing through top charts as well
through playlists of fans. On its

 release, the official music video
gained over 36.2 million views
within just 24 hours. It was
another milestone hit by any K-
pop artist before. As it shows, the
song and its music video is
offering multiple feats of success
for the group.

Previously on November 11, 2019,
the song ‘DDU-DU DDU-DU’
crossed the mark of 1 billion
views, which was another
milestone achieved by any K-pop
artist before. On January 4 of this
year, the music video gained more
than 2 billion views, creating
another record.

Not only views but BLACKPINK
also became the first ever group to
80 million subscribers on YouTube
that happened back in September
2022. By the time of July 2023,
this well-renowned girl group
earned more than 90 million
subscribers and made another
record. So, it is safe to say that
BLACKPINK is the first ever K-pop
group to make so many
achievements with a single track.

Controversy with Contract Expiry
BLACKPINK signed a contract with
YG Entertainment in August 2016.
After all these years, the group is
near to expiry of the contract with
this entertainment company.

There have been a lot of rumors
spreading around that Lisa from the
group is leaving YG Entertainment
in order to proceed with her solo
endeavors. However, YG
Entertainment has not offered any
affirmation or denial of the fact. The
contract renewal for the other group
members namely Jisoo, Jennie, and
Rosé is disclosed yet. While it is not
certain whether BLACKPINK will be
working under the entertainment
company or not, it is safe to say that;
this girl group has become a label
itself.
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Music News

NewJeans’ ‘Get Up’ Leaves
Behind ‘Barbie’ to Become No. 1

on the Billboard 200

As the South Korean girl group
NewJeans prepare to celebrate their
first year in the music industry, they
were greeted with an early present
when their second EP, ‘Get Up’,
rocketed to #1 on the Billboard 200 list.
The first ever South Korean girl group
to have ever achieved this feat was
BLACKPINK in September 2022 when
their album ‘Born Pink’ ranked No. 1
on the Billboard 200 less than a year of
their entry into the international
music industry. The members of the
quintuplets group, Minji, Hanni,
Danielle, Haerin, and Hyein seem to be
riding high at Newjeans’ massive

success. Recently, one of the
members, the 18-year-old Hanni,
took to Phoning, NewJeans’ fan
app, to express her joy and
excitement on the achievement of
her group. She wrote: “Billboard
200 # 1 ??!!! ARE YOU KIDDING
ME!!! I don’t know how this could
happen…Honestly I can’t believe
the fact that Get Up is there.
Didn’t hit me yet but I am very
happy and relieved that it’s there!!
Not only for this album, but a lot
of people helped and took a lot of
time on all our songs so I’m just
really happy to know that all of

the effort and everyone who
participated in creating this
amazing album has been
recognized!! Bunnies too, it’s hard
to explain but I think you just know
my feelings <3.”

Not only does ‘Get Up’ mark
NewJeans’ first Billboard 200 No.1,
but it is also the group’s first ever
entry into the list, with tracks
“ETA” and “Cool With You” opening
at Nos. 81 and 93 respectively on
the Billboard Hot 100 list dated
August 5, while the lead single
“Super Shy” ranked at No. 48. The
group will be seen performing at
Lollapalooza Chicago on Thursday,
which will also be a celebration of
their achieving this milestone.
Hanni, expressing her elation at
being able to perform on an
international stage in the U.S.A. for
the first time after their album’s
success, wrote on Phoning: “Now
today I’ll see a lot of people
through the stage and connect
through the music with everyone
and I’m really gonna enjoy
myself!!! To the fullest!!!!!
LOLLAPALOOZA JUST YOU
WAIT!!!!! NewJeans is coming~!”

As ‘Get Up’ made its way to No. 1
on the Billboard 200, the star-cast
‘Barbie’ soundtrack moved down to
No. 2 after an immensely successful
week. The latter earned the biggest
units for a theatrical film
soundtrack in over four years. Like
many K-pop albums, the CD edition
of ‘Get Up’ was released in the form
of collectible CD packages that
came in 3 main versions, available
in 14 different iterations, with
different covers and packaging
customized to the different group
members. They all had a set of
randomized branded merchandise
inside, including photo books, lyric
books, and photo cards.
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BEYONCÉ PERFORMS IN D.C AFTER FEDEX
FIELD ISSUES SHELTER-IN-PLACE ORDER

Concertgoers for Beyoncé’s Renaissance World Tour who showed
up early and all ready for Sunday’s show at FedEx Field in North
Englewood, Maryland, neighboring Washington, D.C. were met
with terrible weather conditions. The attendees were told to
shelter in place due to heavy lightning in the area ahead of
showtime. A warning for shelter-in-place was issued at around
6:30 p.m. ET where the news was posted on FedEx Field's official
Twitter account instructing fans how to proceed during this
terrible weather condition.

The statement said, "Due to lightning in the area, we are currently
under a shelter-in-place order. Fans outside of gates and in the
parking lots are asked to return to their cars. All fans inside of the
stadium are asked to shelter in place under covered concourse
areas and ramps until further notice." Then at 8:25 p.m. an update
stating "all clear" was posted on the official Twitter page of FedEx
Field. The stadium posted, "Fans may return to their seats." This
show was the second date at the same venue as Beyoncé's
Renaissance World Tour. local reporters and fans who were
present at the venue shared clips on social media of the downpour
and how concertgoers were taking shelter at the stadium on
Saturday night.

Around 50,000 concertgoers were instructed and then forced to

huddle together under the stadium's cover as
the copious rain poured down and the raging
storm was overheard. This caused a delay in the
concert's start and as a result, it was announced
that the Metro service hours would be extended.
This was specifically changed for the tens of
thousands of concert attendees who used public
transport to reach the venue and then back
home. The cost of the extension that was done
for the Beyoncé fans cost around $100,000
approximately was covered by the Renaissance
World Tour itself.

The show was nothing short of the entertaining
night of the year as the fans noted that when
Beyoncé performed her "Break My Soul (The
Queens Remix)", she continued her name-
checks the running list of iconic Black women
entertainers in the industry. What surprised
everyone was as she took the names of Nina
Simone, Erykah Badu, Lizzo, Lauryn Hill, Janet
Jackson, Missy Elliot, and Aretha Franklin,
among several others, she this time included
Lizzo's name again. This came as a surprise as
on the tour's stop in Boston on Tuesday, Queen
Bey seemed to have switched up the lyrics
"Badu, Lizzo, Kelly Row" and repeated "Badu"
four times. At that time it seemed as the after-
effect of the controversy that is going on
surroundingLizzo.
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OLIVIA RODRIGO JUST ANNOUNCED THE
RELEASE OF THE ‘GUTS’ SINGLE ‘BAD IDEA

RIGHT?’
Disney Star Olivia Rodrigo previously created a huge buzz with
the single ‘Vampire’ and it has officially sunken; she is increasing
the hype with a brand new single ‘Bad Idea Right?’. This is going
to be the second single appearing in her sophomore album, ‘Guts’.

On Monday, August 7, the 20-year-old pop star made an
Instagram post that confirmed that ‘Bad Idea Right?’ is releasing
this Friday, August 11. She shared a picture that seems like cover
art where Rodrigo could be seen posing behind a glass wall; a
blurry picture with the title of the track written in red lipstick in
front of her face. She also captioned the post, “bad idea right? this
friday”.

The artist has also shared an email where she wrote that she is “so
stoked” to share “Bad Idea Right?” with the fans. Talking about
the song she said, “the song is pretty different from vampire &
shows another side of GUTS that’s a little more fun & playful.”
Her excitement is visible with her saying, “cannot wait to share it

 with you alllllll. love to ya always!”

“Bad Idea Right?” is following the success of
‘Vampire’, the lead single from her sophomore
album. The song got released on the last day of
June, after the announcement of her upcoming
album release on September 8. This rock opera-
inspired single debuted at No. 1 on the Billboard
Hot 100 which is marking her third song to
reach the top of the charts after the previous
singles namely “Drivers License” and “Good 4
U” from ‘Sour’.

The announcement of the upcoming track came
right after a week when Rodrigo revealed the
track list for the upcoming album. ‘Guts’ will be
offering listeners a total of 12 tracks, including
“Bad Idea Right?” and “Vampire.”

‘Guts’ Tracklist

all american b—h
bad idea right?
vampire
lacy
ballad of a homeschooled girl
making the bed
logical
get him back
love is embarassing
the grudge
pretty isn’t pretty
teenage dream
Get weekly run

Stay tuned to get more updates on this Grammy
Winner’s upcoming album!
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ItisthemomentofanticipationandjoywithHipsDon'tLie'singerShakirareceivingthe
prestigiousVideoVanguardAwardatthisyear'sMTVVideoMusicAwards.

Well,ifyouarewonderingwhatShakira,Beyoncé,andMichaelJacksonhaveincommon,
itwasonlyaSuperBowlhalftimeshowuntillastweekbutnowShakiraisofficiallyreceiving
theawardbybeingapartoftheVideoVanguardAwardrecipientsclub.Thestellarpopicon
willbereceivingtheVideoVanguardAwardattheMTVVideoMusicAwardswhichisallset
totakeplaceonSeptember12,Tuesdayat8p.m.ET/PT.MTVhasannouncedthatshewillbe
alsoperformingalivebroadcastforthefirsttimeafteralongtime.Thefanswentcrazy

asthelastsheappearedwasbackin2006whenshecelebratedthedebutof"Hips
Don'tLie"alongwithWyclefJean.However,itisnottheonlyone!

TheHipsDon'tLie'singerhasbeenalsonominatedforfourotherawardsatthisyear's
MTVVideoMusicAwards.ShewasnominatedforArtistOfTheYearandBestCollaboration

forthetrack'TQG'withKAROLGandalsoBestLatinforboththetracksAcróstico"and'TQG.
ItisnotnewbutShakirahasalwaysbeenapartofmanyMusicAwardsandatMTV,shehas

becomequiteafamiliarface.Withfourwinsbeforeandaround30nominations,
herconsistencyisprettygood!

This46-year-oldpopstarpreviouslywontheawardforInternationalViewer'sChoiceinLatin
Americain2000for'OjosAsí'andalsoin2002forWhenever,Wherever/Suerte'.Thesetimeless
tracksarestillbuzzingprettyloudintheplaylistsofherglobalfans.Beingaseasonedperformer,
shealsoreceivedtheawardforBestChoreographyin2006forHipsDon'tLie'.Itisnotrequired
tosaythatShakira'scollaborationwithBeyoncéin2007forthetrackBeautifulLiar'wasoneof

themostgroundbreakingmusicalprojects.Whenitcomestothemosticonicfemale
collaborations,2014's'Can'tRemembertoForgetYou'ft.Rihannadoesnotfallbehind.

ShakiraiscomingbacktothestageoftheMTVVMAsafter17longyearsandundoubtedly,
theanticipationisquitehighamongherfans.BeingthefirstSouthAmericanVanguardwinner,
thisisalsoaproudmomentfortheartistherself.Therewillbeatotalof15categoriesofawards
presentedattheVMAandthevotingpollwillbeopenforeveryoneuntilSeptember1st.Now,

allthatisleftistowitnessShakira'spowerpackliveperformanceonthestage!



Music Review
Hanging out with an Ex late
at night is a ‘bad idea
right?’ but Olivia Rodrigo
flawlessly captures the
torment and the drama of
being drawn towards an ex-
partner.

Meeting a former partner
after you had a bash of a
night with your friends,
might not seem like a great
idea but Olivia Rodrigo in
her poignant charm
manages to deliver a
stunning music video
exclusive for this not-so-
talked-about topic. The
banter music video shows
not just the torment of
being in a situation like this
but also talks about
behaving silly when you are
unreasonably drunk. The
magnetic charm of this
video flourishes, in its every
running minute. And she
showcases the dilemma of
whether to meet her ex or
not.

This music video features
some of Rodrigo’s real-life
friends Madison Hu, Tate
McRae, Iris Apatow, and
Petra Collins. And the
music video is also directed
by Petra Collins, where
Olivia Rodrigo is willing to
meet her Ex asking
relentlessly whether it is a
bad idea or not. And being
repeatedly warned by
everyone she meets on her
way to see her Ex warns yes
it is a bad idea. But by the
end of each stanza, she
concludes with “Seeing you
tonight it’s a bad idea
right? Seeing you tonight
f*ck it, it’s fine”.

4.8/5
By Daily Music Roll

DAZZLING OLIVIA
RODRIGO IS ABOUT TO
MEET AN EX, QUESTING
RADIANTLY IN HER ‘BAD

IDEA RIGHT?’
sxm

SX
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The video starts with her being at a party with her
actual friends Madison Hu, Tate McRae, Iris Apatow,

and of course Collins. From
here she shows the urge to
meet her former partner
knowing well things might
go south she embarks upon
a journey drenched in rain.
She hitchhikes to the place
where her ex’s place in this
journey she is seen taking a
truck, a tube, and a bus to
meet her long-lost partner.

Once she meets with her ex
initially the sparks of the
past notifying the flames
they had is engulfing them
both. And in the video, her
ex, who is seen as a bright
man-shaped figure in bed
lying down doing nothing
almost, not even opening
the door. But still, Rodrigo
manages to get in
somehow. And right after
their brief sparkling time
together, the darkness of
their past came behind the
bed in the form of and
dreadfully looking spider.
And this is where the video
ends.

‘Bad Idea Right?’ is one of
the releases from her ‘Guts’
set, earlier this year during
summer she released the
lead single from this album
‘Vampire’. And on the 1st of
August Rodrigo disclosed
the entire tracklist of this
album.
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Music Review
Charlie Puth has released
‘Lipstick’ an undeniably
sensual and alluring track
that is the first fresh cut
from his imminent studio
album, streaming on
Spotify.

Charlie Puth is back with
his banging productions
once again and released a
brand new single ‘Lipstick’.
The track is said to be the
lead single from his
forthcoming studio album,
according to Atlantic
Records.

In the song, he collaborated
with producers Happy Perez
and Pop Wansel and
delivered the as usual
entertaining vocals that is
widely known for. After his
brilliantly cohesive third
studio album ‘CHARLIE’,
the artist is blowing up
everyone’s minds with
excitement by releasing the
lead single from his next
venture.

Slipped out at the stroke of
midnight, 'Lipstick' was
made available for the
worldwide Charlie fans to
listen to along with the
official music video, out on
YouTube. The song's
production has an old-
school groove to it and
assures the alluring side of
the artist.

With a reputation for
creating extremely catchy
beats that somehow always
end up trending on social
media, the singer again
showcased that he has got
the best formula to create
the ultimate pop record.

4.7/5
By Daily Music Roll

CHARLIE PUTH'S NEW
SINGLE, A SEXY,

SEDUCTIVE TRACK
'LIPSTICK' IS OUT NOW
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After the official release, however, people are really
liking the fact that the song does not at all come down
as a generic pop hit, but the composition has elements
from different genres like R&B as well. One user on
Twitter/X wrote, "How does @charlieputh do it?! The
snippet of #Lipstick just didn't do it justice! Now I just
can't stop singing it! What a vibe! This R&B album is

going to be something
special! ??". While another
one wrote, "LIPSTICK ? ?
out now ?????? love it
@charlieputh #lipstick
#OutNow", showing
appreciation for the artist.

The lyrics on the track
maintained the old-school
groove and showed a sexier,
sultrier side of the artist
who explains his hypnotic
love by singing over and
being shirtless in the video.
Lyrics like "Come and put
your lipstick on my neck
and my body/Just to show
these bitches that you're
mine/ Lipstick on my collar
show 'em you ain't no
hobby/ You're the one who
gets it all the time" sounds
amazing with the smooth
falsetto voice of the singer
that he is best known for.

The song is the lead single
from his next studio album
that is listed as "coming
soon." The album is the
follow-up of his 2022
release 'CHARLIE' which
included worldwide hit
singles like 'Light Switch',
'That's Hilarious' and 'Left
and Right' with BTS'
Jungkook. The album also
peaked at no. 10 on the
Billboard 200, being his
third back-to-back top 10
LP in all genres.
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Music Review
The excellent pop singer,
Miley Cyrus has released
her latest soundtrack,
named ‘Used to Be Young’,
and touched the souls of
every pop music enthusiast.

The globally renowned pop
singer Miley Cyrus has
come up with her later song
‘Used to Be Young’. She has
been teasing and creating
eagerness among her fans
for a long time regarding
this soundtrack. Before this,
Cyrus had given the album
‘Endless Summer Vacation’
in March. With this new
song, she is creating a buzz
among every pop music
enthusiast.

Cyrus has mesmerized all
the listeners with this
soundtrack. With the heart-
touching lyrics, she has
amazed all. Recently, she
has also shared the lyrics of
the song, which has
garnered more ears. The
singer stated a few words
while talking about the
lyrics of the track.

She has said ‘These lyrics
were written almost 2 years
ago at the beginning of my
ESV. It was at a time I felt
misunderstood. I have
spent the last 18 months
painting a sonic picture of
my perspective to share
with you.

The time has arrived to
release a song that I could
perfect forever. Although
my work is done, this song
will continue to write itself
everyday.

The fact it remains

4.6/5
By Daily Music Roll

'USED TO BE YOUNG': THE
LATEST SONG HAS BEEN

DROPPED BY MILEY CYRUS

!  !  !  !  " 

unfinished is a part of its beauty. That is my life at this
moment ….. unfinished yet complete’.

She has also added ‘This song is about honoring who
we’ve been, loving who we are and celebrating who we

 will become. I feel proud
when reflecting on my past
and optimistic when
thinking about the future. I
am grateful to my loyal fans
who make my dreams a
reality daily. I am sincerely
thankful for the stability of
your steadfast support. This
song is for you’.

Along with that, she has
said ‘It’s super emotional
because I am kind of a
mini-me of my mom and I
could see her inside of the
camera by using a
technology where I could
livestream with my mom
from inside of the camera.

So, we could see each other
and as she was dancing it
just made me cry, it made
me laugh, it brought up so
many real emotions and I
think it’s really letting
people into true emotion,
which I don’t feel we get to
see very much these days’.
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Music Review
Selena Gomez has finally
made her solo musical
comeback with a dance
number titled ‘Single Soon’,
and fans just can't get
enough of the gorgeous
singer.

Selena Gomez is finally
back with solo music! After
teasing her fans on social
media for quite some time,
the artist released her
comeback solo track 'Single
Soon' on Friday. The
electric dance number
along with an official music
video is now available
everywhere and the pop
star makes it clear that she
is, undoubtedly single, and
of course ready to mingle!
"I'm picking out this dress/
Trying on these shoes/
'Cause I'll be single soon/
I'll be single soon," Gomez
sings on the upbeat and
peppy dance number. The
track is a celebration that
the 31-year-old singer is
single, after countless
rumors of her being in a
relationship with Zayn and
other artists. Upon the
release, it created a storm
on social media as netizens
finally saw her in a happy,
carefree mood as she
danced around in the music
video and enjoyed with her
girlfriends.

The music video starts with
a message that Selena is
getting from her half-sister
Gracie as she tells her that
she loves her and to never
worry about boyfriends
again. The video progresses
to the singer breaking up
with her boyfriend and

4.5/5
By Daily Music Roll

'THE QUEEN LEFT NO
CRUMBS' - FANS

CELEBRATE AS SELENA
GOMEZ RELEASES HER

COMEBACK SINGLE
'SINGLE SOON'

!  !  !  !  " 

leaving a note for him that says "I'm sorry, I can't. Don't

 hate me". This note is a
direct reference to episode
7 of season 6 of "Sex and
the City" which features a
scene where Carrie
Bradshaw played by Sarah
Jessica Parker breaks up
with her boyfriend Jack
Berger. While leaving the
note for her boyfriend to
find out later, the singer
sings "Should I do it on the
phone? / Should I leave a
little note in the pocket of
his coat? / Maybe I'll just
disappear / I don't wanna
see a tear / And the
weekend's almost here,"
along with the catchy
melody. The music video
shows her having fun,
wearing a glittery pink
dress and high heels,
enjoying a girl's night out,
and giving a vibe that she
can do whatever shewants
to now.

At one point Gomez sings "I
know I'm a little high
maintenance / But I'm
worth a try," hinting at her
viral TikTok where she told
some soccer players that
she is single, but a little
high maintenance. Over the
summer, the singer also
poked fun at her
relationship status on
several TikToks.

Selena is currently seen on
the third season of her hit
Hulu show 'Only Murders in
the Building' with her
costars Steve Martin and
Martin Short.

This new season also
welcomed some other A-
listers like Meryl Streep and
Paul Rudd.
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AR Rahman
Speaks On
Nepotism In
A New
Interview,
Wishing For
His
Children To
Continue
His Legacy
The first Oscar winner in music and
worldwide renowned composer AR
Rahman has recently opened up
about a long debate topic of the
country, nepotism. He has
expressed his desire for his three
children, Khatija, Raheema, and
Ameen to prosper in their careers
in music and carry out his legacy.
In a recent interview with The
Hindu, the musician also expressed
his concern that if his three
children do not carry forward his
legacy, all his hard work will lose its
purpose. Needless to say, all his
three children, especially his son
Ameen, and his daughter Khatija
are indubitably into music and have
done quite a lot of work in recent
years. 

In the interview, the musician
stated, "People nowadays have
learnt this new term... nepotism. I
have built all this stuff, this entire

 world; if my kids aren't into it,
this entire place is going to
become a godown! Every step,
every inch of every wall, and every
chair in my studio has been
selected with so much passion and
care, and I hope for them to take
over from me in the future." He at
the same time emphasized the
importance of passing down his
legacy to his children as he said,
"One thing I was very clear about;
whatever money I leave for
anyone, it'll disappear in a day if
they are not smart enough and
don't understand the legacy. I
went through so much financial
trouble along with my mom and
sisters, but those lessons — the
burden that I shared with my
mom — made me who I am today." 

He then continued, "Even now,
those experiences help me make
grounded decisions. So I really
want my children to be aware of
everything going on; I don't
believe in hiding any bad news or
problems from them. I even
inform them if I get a loan for a
building and the mortgage I'm
paying. This is not to torture
them, but only to make them
learn." The musician is currently
working with Mani Ratnam for his

 new project starring Kamal Haasan.
Following this, there are several
other Hindi, Tamil, and Telugu films
lined up as his upcoming ventures. 

AR Rahman’s daughter, Khatija has
recently showcased her incredible
singing talent in the track
'Chinnanjiru (Marumurai)', part of
the Tamil version of 'PonniyinSelvan
II'. She has also voiced
'MinnanchulaVennelaa (Reprise)' in
the Telugu version along with
'MeraAasmaan Jal Gaya (Reprise)' in
the Hindi version. His son, Ameen
has also sung in 'Never Say Goodbye'
from the film DilBechara, and
recently in 'Veerane,' from the Tamil
movie 'Maamannan'.
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DOJA CAT IS ALL SET TO RELEASE HER
NEWEST ALBUM ‘SCARLET’ WITH AN EERIE

COVER ART
Doja Cat is ready for her next era, the 'Woman' singer shared the
exciting news on her social media. Previously after her very
successful 'Planet Her' album, she changed her aesthetics to
indicate starting a new era. Now the singer has taken to social
media to announce her fourth studio album 'Scarlet' with an
exciting cover photo and release date. She has previously released
two singles 'Attention' and 'Paint the Town Red' from this project.
Her fourth album will be released on September 22nd. On
Instagram, Doja shared the cover art of her album which features
an "appropriately crimson spider" with the caption that says
"SCARLET 9.22," with a spider emoji.

Her comeback single 'Attention' was released in June and peaked
the spot of No. 31 on the Billboard Hot 100. Her second single
from 'Scarlet' is 'Paint the Town Red' which reached the top 5 of
Billboard Hot 100, all thanks to social media as the track went
viral on TikTok and Instagram, fueling the streams and sales. The
second single also moved to the top on the chart of Hot R&B/Hip-
Hop Songs this week. 'Paint the Town Red

' also started at No. 15 on the Billboard Hot 100
which makes it the "highest unaccompanied
debut" in Doja Cat's entire career, so far. The
singer teased another track, titled 'Demons' that
is expected to be released on this Friday, making
it the third single of 'Scarlet'.
 
This era of the singer appears to be the most
controversial yet, as she has taken on a new
avatar, an eerie one to go with the aesthetics of
the album. The cover art of 'Scarlet' features a
beastly and grotesque, scarlet-colored spider
that is staring down at a drop of blood. Fans are
speculating this album and aesthetics are
hinting at satanism as well which tampered
with Doja's popularity.

Last month, after fleeting her Threads account,
the singer reportedly lost 180,000 followers on
Instagram where she also criticized her fans in a
series of posts. At the same time, on Twitter the
artist has also posted a series of tweets
fulminating her fans, particularly picking out
her fans who call themselves 'kittenz',
Doja'sfanbase name. This month alone, the
singer seemed to have lost around 500,000
followers on Instagram as well. Reacting to the
unfollowing spree, Doja responded, Seeing all
these people unfollow makes me feel like I've
defeated a large beast that's been holding me
down for so long" on an Instagram story.
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HYBE And
Geffen
Records
Are
Launching
A New Girl
Group
Audition
Show Set
To Stream
On Youtube
And Netflix
HYBE Corp. and Geffen Records
have announced their 2024 series
along with a companion online
show. The companion show, ‘The
Debut: Dream Academy’ will start
streaming on Thursday. The
selection process for their goal has
started since November 2021. For
the show, there have been over
120,000 submissions across the
world. From 120,000 aspiring young
females who are willing to be a part
of this industry will be narrowed
down to only 20 candidates. Not
just from Korea these aspirants as
from every corner of the world
including Thailand, Australia,
Argentina, Brazil, the U.S., Sweden,
Japan, Belarus, Switzerland,

Slovakia, and the Philippines.
Fans of the K-pop industry can
follow the entire process starting
from the contestants to embark
on their final stage of audition.
The show will start streaming
globally on September 1st at 8
a.m., U.S. PDT on YouTube, and
will run for 12 weeks. Japanese
viewers can stream on the
Japanese broadcast channel
Abema. The audition program will
end in November and afterwards,
the streaming channels will go
live to carry out their selection
announcement. And by the end,
the group will also have a name
along with their assorted
members.

This extensive three-year process
of selecting the best upcoming K-
pop group by the K-pop giant
HYBE Corporation will finally
come to an end. And a new
journey will begin with a whole
new set of extremely talented
music and dancing divas. Along
with the YouTube show, Netflix
also has dived in to make a
documentary out of the entire
process. This Netflix documentary

 will be directed by Netflix’s Emmy-
nominated “Becoming” director
Nadia Hallgren.

This untitled series will aim to
illustrate the voyage to universal
stardom. The series will also depict
insights into the extensive training
and development procedure that
these young ladies will have to go
through. On assembling the group,
they will be merged into HYBE’s
fandom platform, Weverse, as well.

Both of them collectively have
conveyed, “The one-of-a-kind joint
venture marks the first time a major
U.S. record label and a K-pop
entertainment leader have combined
their expertise in artist discovery,
and music production to assemble,
develop, and introduce an
international girl group unlike any
other.”

According to then the program
“represents the first time a U.S.-
based, truly global girl group will be
created and modeled based on the
world-renowned K-pop training and
development system.”
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House Of
Blues Music
Forward
Foundation
Hosting
Fundraising
Events To
Celebrate
Their 30th
Anniversary
Spending most of its time
motivating potential artists, The
House of Blues Music Forward
Foundation is all set to celebrate its
30th Anniversary lavishly. This is a
milestone for them and they are
making a grand gesture to celebrate
their audience with grandeur. This
is a nonprofit organization, which
comes under Live Nation. Their
single motto is to provide
scholarships, workforce
opportunities, relief funds, and
more to the youth and build careers
more inclusively.

 By far this company has helped
over a million lives by providing the
aid they required. The summed-up
amount is above $42 million which
has been used for these needy
people. Not just that, they have
provided over 1000 mentors to
guide and channel their talents in
the right direction. Along with Live
Nation, they are associated with
many other thriving companies
Vevo and Citi Bank, as well.

To celebrate their journey of 30
years they have organized a 2-day

 celebration option for all the
attendees who are willing to be a
part of this magnificent opulence.
On the 1st of October, there will
be a Music Forward Brunch at the
Hollywood Bowl.

The brunch will honor several
people whose motive is to
positively inspire society. The
brunch will be curated by James
Beard alongside Award-Winning
chef Suzanne Goin and
restauranteur Caroline Styne.
Guests can enjoy a hearty meal
while enjoying performances from
some of Music Forward’s alums.
In a recent press meet, the
President and CEO of Live Nation
Entertainment, Michael Rapino
said “Live Nation has backed
Music Forward since day one, and
we congratulate them on 30 years
of helping youth discover and
build careers in live music.

The industry is growing and
diversifying faster than ever,
which means there are even more
opportunities to support the next
generation and we look forward to

 continuing our work together.”On
the 2nd of October, there will be the
inaugural Celebrity Golf Tournament
at the El Caballero County Club in
Tarzana, Calif. By the end of this
tournament golfers along with
sponsors and guests will enjoy
dinner, cocktails, and a live
performance. You get your hands on
the tickets for the events on the
official website of the Music Forward
Foundation.
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PaintTheTownRed
DojaCat 05

CalmDown
Rema&SelenaGomez 06

Fukumean
Gunna 07

Vampire
OliviaRodrigo 08

DanceTheNight
DuaLipa 09

BarbieWorld
NickiMinaj&IceSpiceWithAqua 10



CruelSummer

TavlorSwift

'FastCar'
LukeCombs

04
Allthankstosocialmedia,Taylor
Swift'sCruelSummer'from
'Lover'isbackonthechartsand
thisfresh,romanticpoptrackis
thisweek'snumberfour.

03
'LastNight'
MorganWallen

MorganWallen's'LastNight'isat
thisweek'sthirdspot.Itisa
beautifullovestoryaboutacouple
whoarespendingtheirlastnight

together.

02
Thesecondspotisoccupiedby
LukeCombswithhiscoverofthe

1988hit'FastCar'by
Americansinger-songwriterTracy
Chapman.Thetrackisfeaturedin
hisalbumGettin'Old'.

01RICHMENNORTHOFRICHMOND

OliverAnthonyMusic

ThenumberonetrackonthischartisRichMen
NorthOfRichmond'thistime.Itisthesecond
weekthatthesongischartingatthetopofthe
BillboardHot100.Thisviralpopulartrackby
OliverAnthonyMusicdebutedwithahighnumber
andsoonfounditsplaceatthetopofthe
charts.Thissongalsomakestheartistthefirstever
inhistorytooccupythechartnumberswith
nopriorcharthistory,inanyform.Thesong,
writtenbytheartisthimselfhasbeennamedasa
"blue-collaranthem"ora"right-winganthem"
oran"everymananthem"Withthehelpofsocial
media,thesonghasbecomethemost-streamed
andtop-sellingtrackaswell.
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FIND OUT THE TOP 10 PROGRESSIVE ROCK
BANDS OF ALL TIME

Progressive rock is a huge part of the rock music. This particular
genre has garnered many listeners from all around the world.
Progressive rock is an immensely loved genre that has influenced
many audiences. There are a lot of bands that have amazed a huge
number of listeners. By creating songs in this particular genre,
many bands have gained a lot of affirmation from all. Now, let’s
find out the top 10 progressive rock bands that have never
stopped mesmerizing audiences with their songs-10/10

Jethro Tull:

In the late ’60s, a progressive rock band was built in England,
named Jethro Tull. The lead singer and songwriter Ian Anderson
was the pioneer of the band. Along with his singing and writing
skills, he has also amazed everyone with his flute-playing skills.
Their excellent creations have garnered many worldwide listeners.
This band has given songs like ‘Aqualung’, ‘Thick as a Brick’, and
‘Locomotive Breath’. With these soundtracks, they have churned
out the true flavor of the genre in every aspect.

Tool:

The band from Los Angeles, Tool was formed in the ‘90s. The band
was in the industry for 15 years and inthis span of time, they have
only given four albums. But with these four albums, they have
created a buzz among the listeners and added a whole new charm
to the progressive rock genre. Along with that, this band also got
three Grammy awards. Vocalist Maynard James Keenan was an
integral part of the band and his contribution to the band has
made it even more enigmatic.

Emerson, Lake & Palmer:

Emerson, Lake & Palmer is another band that has secured a
significant place in the list of the best progressive rock bands.

Before forming the band, Keith Emerson and
Greg Lake used to be in two different bands in
the ‘60s. Later the ‘70s, both artists formed the
band along with Carl Palmer. ELP was a great
band where the listeners were obsessed with
Emerson’s keyboards. His classical influence has
made their creations even more captivating for
the listeners. It is their debut album ‘Lucky
Man’ that has assisted them in accumulating
much appreciation from everyone.

Coheed and Cambria:

Coheed and Cambria started making progressive
rock songs when people assumed that there
would be no more songs made in this genre.
This band was formed in 1995 but they didn’t
drop any album until 2002. This band has
generated a sensation with their attractive
lyricism and intriguing tune. And as they came
up with progressive rock songs once again, they
got more opportunities to reach out to more
listeners in a shorter time span. Their
exceptional narrations have created a whole
identity in the industry and helped them to gain
more attention from everyone.

King Crimson:

King Crimson is a phenomenal band that has
brought a huge change to the music industry by
making a shift from hard-rock music to
moderately soft music. This band came up with
their album in 1969 and very that very time they
started grabbing everyone’s attention. Their
innovative creations have garnered many
listeners. Along with that, their unique pieces of
music have assisted them in creating a whole
new image in front of everyone. They have given
many songs in this genre and created a buzz
among every rock music enthusiast.

Yes

Yes is a progressive rock band from England
that has made it to the list of the best
progressive rock bands. The singer Jon
Anderson has amazed everyone with his
exceptional melodies and vocal power. Along
with that, it is his high-pitched voice that has
churned out the true flavor of the genre to the
core. Yes is a band that has also gotten
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recognition from MTV. It was an exceptional band that earned a place in the MTV era. Their phenomenal creations
were not only a big hit in the ‘80s but they are still cherished by everyone. 

Dream Theater:

In the world of the progressive rock genre, Dream Theater is a brilliant band that has made its mark in the most
excellent way. This Boston-based band exceptionally made their space in the ’90s and established themselves in the
music industry. The guitarist John Petrucci and bassist John Myung was an integral part of the band. They have
amazed everyone with the innovative tune. This band knew how to use soft music in their progressive rock songs and
this is how they showed their charm to all the music lovers. It is their outstanding way of presenting the songs that
have made the band prog rock royalty.

Genesis:

Genesis is a band whoselead singer used to be Phill Collins. But after a few years, Collins became the drummer of the
band and Peter Grabiel became the lead singer. It was the time when this band made their impact on the progressive
rock music genre. The swift shift to the genre has helped Gabriel to show his talent to everyone and lead the band.
This prolific band is an exceptional group, which has offered a lot to the world of music.

Rush:

Rush is a progressive rock band, which has been built with only three male musicians. It is a Canadian trio that has
amazed global listeners with its charming set of music. The three artists of the band, Geddy Lee, Alex Lifeson, and
Neil Peart, all of them are immensely talented. Their unique talents have made their songs even more interesting.
This band has received a huge appreciation from all, which has led them to achieve Rock and Roll Hall of Fame. This
band has also achieved huge recognition from everyone with their fascinating music and well-versed lyricism.

Pink Floyd:

Pink Floyd is a band that has literally ruled the world of rock music. This band started off in the ‘60s and became one
of the most famous bands of all time. From the very beginning, they have gotten much recognition from all music
enthusiasts. This band has given two albums in the ‘70s, named ‘The Dark Side of the Moon’ and ‘The Wall’, and
acquired maximum exposure. After that, this band achieved even more success in the ‘80s with their exceptional
pieces of music. And that is what helped them to become the best progressive rock band of all time.

These are the top 10 best progressive rock music bands. All of them have enriched the music genre in their own
different way and gained a lot of success. They have really churned out the flavor of the genre and astonished all the
listeners. Apart from them, there are many other bands who have flourished their career in this specific genre. Some
of them are – Porcupine Tree, The Moody Blues, Frank Zappa, Electric Light Orchestra, and The Alan Parsons Project.
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NICKY MINAJ TAKES A MINUTE TO TEASE
HER ALL-NEW SINGLE ‘LAST TIME I SAW

YOU’
The Nicky fans enjoyed the moment when the ‘Pink Friday’ rapper
shared a minute-long snippet of her brand new record ‘Last Time
I Saw You’. She shared the video via TikTok and it quickly went
viral through social media on Monday afternoon.

Through the video snippet, the rapper could be seen embracing
her tight bars of grizzly rapping while a pop-centric ambiance
revolves around her. With her singing prowess, she sings, “Beggin
me to stay and then you walk away/ There’s something that you
wanted to say/ I was in a rush and you say you were crushed/ But I
said I’d be back, it’s OK.” Evidently, the video was short but the
impact is long-lasting.

Previously, the track ‘Last Time I Saw You’ was teased on
Instagram Live earlier this month. 

The fans were quite excited and showed their
eagerness for this upcoming music project.
Flattered by the fans’ response and approval,
Nicky Minaj said on X (formerly known as
Twitter), “Glad you like the lyrics. The irony is
that my fave part of the whole song is the very
end… like the last 30 seconds. can’t wait for you
guys to hear the whole thing.”

Throughout the whole Summer, the queen of
rap has been keeping her fans updated with the
status of her ‘Pink Friday’ sequel which is
releasing soon. The music project is scheduled
to be dropped this November, and anticipation
is high among the fans for what their favorite
rapper has kept a secret in this fifth studio
album. Last month, Nicky tweeted “Yesterday I
worked on my current TOP 2 songs off”,
referring to ‘Pink Friday 2’. She further added,
“The eargasms that y’all are about to have.
Ooohhhh chiiiii huntyyyyy don’t make dat
serveeeee.”

 ‘Pink Friday 2’ will be the first ever studio
album after her last music project in 2018, titled
‘Queen’. The that album, the ‘Anaconda’ rapper
worked with “Chun Li,” “Good Form” and
“Barbie Dreams.” ‘Pink Friday 2’ is all set to
drop on November 17, 2023.

https://www.instagram.com/reel/Cwf6kZbJ2bU/
In an interview with the Elle, Nickey said, “It's
probably the most excited I've been about an
album release in a really long time. I'm happy
that we're not making my fans wait for another
album like I've done in the past.” Now, it is time
to see whether this long-awaited album is worth
the anticipation or not. Stay tuned to find out
more!
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The Grammy-
Winning
Singer, Ariana
Grande
Continues Her
Celebration Of
The 10th
Anniversary
Of ‘Yours
Truly’
American songwriter and singer
Ariana Grande treats her fans with
a week-long celebration of the 10th
anniversary of her debut- album
‘Yours Truly’. Fans are overjoyed.An
influential figure in the music
industry Ariana Grande is making
her fans overwhelmed and excited
from all over the world by
continuing the week-long
celebration of ‘Yours Truly’ which
was released long back on 30th
August 2013. She intrigued her fans
a few weeks ago with a part of a live
performance and assured her fans
that there will be a celebration for
her debut album completing 10
years in the music industry
successfully.
Pop-icon is treating the fans with a
week-long celebration consisting of
brand-new live performances. Fans
are cherishing every second of their
favorite singer’s celebration.
Grande recorded a live version of
‘Baby I’ in London. Ariana Grande
released her recording on Sunday,
the 27th where she is seen singing
alongside a mini orchestra and a
full band. Grande mentions that

 she wants her album ‘Baby I’ to
get the essence of the early 90’s
music videos. The audiences are
really happy to get the vibe of
breeziness from the clip of ‘Baby
I’. It is a visual treat to see the
singer grooving on well-
choreographed moves wearing all
white and sporting in front of a
wall full of graffiti art.

Fans are highly contented to
experience the power-packed
performances from the ongoing
celebration of ‘YoursTruly’. There
will be ‘Tattooed Heart’ and ‘Right
There’ which will be performed on
coming Tuesday.

‘The Way’ is scheduled to be
performed on the very next day,
the 30th of August. The award-
winning singer impressed her fans
by recording a Q&A video on
TikTok where she answered
various questions from her fans.
She also shared a sleek of her
excitement by sharing to her
official Instagram handle where
she wrote, “Happy tenth
anniversary to a project that
changed my life. Thank you from
the bottom of my heart for listeni

ng and for growing with me every
step of the way. Love you always. :)”
She shared the news of her surprise
treat first on her Instagram account
as well on 19th August where she
posted a real list of performances
that took the internet by storm and
fans could not be patient enough to
experience the much-awaited
musical treat.

The soundtracks have already been
released as a part of the anniversary
edition of ‘Yours Truly’. Grande also
uploaded her tracks on YouTube and
fans are convinced that the
American singer gave a subtle
tribute to her collaborator and ex-
lover Miller. Fans are ready to enjoy
the upcoming treats from the
anniversary celebration.
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The Viral
Security
Guard from
Taylor
Swift's
'Eras Tour'
Got Fired
From Taylor Swift’s ‘Eras Tour’ in
Minneapolis, a security guard
named Calvin Denker has been
fired as he was found singing along
with the singer in a video.
A security guard from Taylor Swift’s
‘Eras Tour’ concert in Minneapolis
got fired as he was singing along
with Taylor. The security guard was
found singing the famous song
‘Cruel Summer’. Calvin Denker, the
security guard was recorded while
he was singing the song with his
eyes closed. The concert was held
on the US Bank Stadium stage in
Minnesota in June.

Currently, it is coming to know that
Calvin was fired shortly after his
video went viral on TikTok. In a
brief period of time, he gathered
more than 3 million views on his
video. Apart from singing along
with Taylor, he also wanted to get a
picture with Taylor as it was
literally an once-in-a-lifetime
opportunity. For that reason, he
requested a concertgoer to click a
picture of him. As he was a security
guard, he wasn’t allowed to use his
phone and turn back to the crowd.
For that reason, he requested to
click a picture of him.

In this concert, Taylor performed
for a straight three hours and
thirty minutes. Along with that,
Taylor sang a total of 44 songs in
the show, which was really
mesmerizing for everyone. In
another TikTok video, he said that
he got the opportunity to work in
the Best Crowd Management as a
security guard.

He also stated ‘So I handed out
these little pieces of paper that
said I wasn’t allowed to have my
phone out, but if Taylor Swift
comes right behind me, please
take a photo of me and text it to
my number’ and gave that piece of
paper ‘to a couple people in the
front row’.

Later that, Calvin said that he
received a few photos from the
concert but he also got a call from
the Best Crowd Management. The
authority said that they fired him
for violating the company rules
and policy. But they didn’t give
him any concrete reason for firing
him. 

The only thing he asked for was a
photo, which he didn’t even click.
He also said ‘I never took my own
phone out and above all else I made
sure Taylor Swift was safe and all
fans had a good time’. After he got
fired, he didn’t get any support from
anyone but many fans have advised
him to sue the company for firing
him inappropriately.
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JONAS BROTHERS WIN HEARTS ONCE AGAIN
AS THEY DEDICATE 'LITTLE BIRD' TO A FAN'S

LATE CHILD
In a new show in Toronto, Jonas Brothers dedicate their famous
track ‘Little Bird’ to Valentina, a fan’s late child after reading the
sign that said so.

In Saturday Night's event in Toronto, Jonas Brothers performed
'Little Bird' for a fan's late "angel in heaven". The track is featured

on the band's latest album, 'The Album' by Jonas
Brothers, and reached the No. 3 spot on the
Billboard 200 albums chart, in May. On Saturday
while performing in one of the most beloved
cities in the world, Joe Jonas suddenly noticed a
sign that read "Dedicate Little Bird for My Angel
in Heaven" at the Rogers Centre. He then
brought the emotional mother toward the stage
who was holding the sign to have a conversation
with her. It is then that the singer asked for the
child's name and proceeded to dedicate the song
to Valentina.

After noticing the sign in the audience, Joe
Jonas paused for a moment to speak to the
mother who was from Mexico City, and ask her
to reveal her "Little Bird's name. In the
conversation, the artist said, "I got choked up as
I read the sign" as he then asked Magda, the fan
with the sign, to say her daughter's name. Joe as
ked Magda "What is your little bird's name?"
who then replied "Valentina". This made Kevin
Jonas, the third member of the Jonas Brothers
group place a hand on his chest and biome
visibility emotional as he also has a six-year-old
named Valentina. Joe Jonas then proceeded to
give the fan a big hug and said, "This is for
Valentina, okay? That's for sure with us
tonight."

Another shared video on social media of this
event shows Joe singing "Little Bird" which was
originally written for their respective daughters.
As the camera pans to Kevin, he was seen
wiping off his tears while strumming his guitar
for the acoustic performance. Then Joe Jonas
was also seen crying as he and his brother Nick
Jonas continued with the chorus.

All three of the Jonas Brothers, Kevin, Joe, and
Nick are parents to beautiful children. However,
Magda talking about Valentina has visibly upset
Kevin the most as he and his wife Danielle are
parents to a beautiful girl named Valentina
along with the other 9-year-old Alena. In May,
Kevin also shared a sweet TikTok of Valentina
saying that her favorite track from 'The Album'
is definitely "Little Bird" as the track is "about
us." Joe Jonas and his wife, Sophie Turner have
also become parents to two little girls. Similarly,
Nick Jonas and his wife Priyanka Chopra are
also proud parents to Malti, who has just turned
1.
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Pre Release

VICTORIA MONÉT'S NEW ALBUM 'JAGUAR II'
IS SET TO MOVE THE MASSES

After spending a decade of hit-making for other musicians, the
Monét is all set to create her rapping game a level higher with her
own rewards. Get ready to be thrilled.

Being well-versed in the notion of hard work, Victoria Monét is
known as a hit-maker and a brilliant performer. Spending endless
hours in the behind-the-scenes prospects, she has honed her
skills to make songs that draw the attention of many music lovers.
Her timeless songs, videos, and live shows are truly inspiring,
creative, and luxuriant to witness. As a child, she love to rehearse
and would practice for hours in her room. From every picture she
drew, she made sure everything is in the correct proportion and
only after that she would present that picture to her mother.

This ravenous side of her has pushed her to become the best in
every field she trades on. Her motif of meticulous precision is
truly amazing that have given us some exquisite number in the
past years. And now, as she is working on her ‘JAGUAR II’ musical
motif, her fans are overjoyed and extremely excited. The first
installment of her musical trilogy was released in February 2020.
For now, as ‘JAGUAR II’ is dated to launch on August 25th, after
three solid years, she admits, “I still feel like I’m on the prowl and
inching towards something.”

Despite the striking response the JAGUAR
franchise got for its first installment, the
melodies, and the visuals are still vivid and
fresh. Though, the pandemic is sole to be
blamed for her tour being canceled. But this
time she is prepared to tour for two of her
releases after this album sets free for the
masses. She is willing to make it up to her fans,
she said, “I’m excited to finally do that,” adding
more, “2020 kind of robbed us musicians,
specifically—really, just entertainers too—from
touching our people and seeing the people who
support us and hugging them and, you know,
saying thank you in person.”

About her upcoming release, she says, “I created
JAGUAR II as a continuation of all the love my
EP JAGUAR received. I wanted to expand on the
meaning, essence, and definition behind the
original album.” She continued, “We Might Even
Be Falling in Love (Interlude).” Previously,
‘Experience’, ‘Moment’, and ‘Ass Like That’, have
left her audience in a completely awestruck
situation. Hopefully, her signature element, the
horn section will be a part of this album as well.
Her fans can’t wait to witness more of her rich
and layered soundscapes in her upcoming
releases.
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V FROM BTS HAS COME UP WITH HIS SOLO
DEBUT, RELEASED ON SEPTEMBER 8

BTS’ V has just embarked on his solo music adventure and it is
time to explore more about his upcoming debut album ‘Layover’,
which be released on September 8.

It is time for the ARMY to go crazy again with BTS’ V being all set
to drop his solo debut album ‘Layover’. According to the
statement by BTS agency BigHit Music, the album is scheduled to
be released on September 8 at 1 pm KST (9.30 am IST). Fans are
going gaga with the track list being revealed. There will be a total
of six tracks. He joined forces with NewJean’s producer Min Hee
Jin for the project.

‘Layover’ Track List

Rainy Days
Blue
Love Me Again
Slow Dancing 
For Us
Slow dancing (Piano Version)

As the statement goes, "Hello. This is BigHit
Music. We are excited to share more details
about the release of BTS member V’s solo album
Layover. Layover consists of six tracks in total -
five tracks and a bonus track. To fully appreciate
the album’s flow, we recommend listening to it
in sequence from start to finish."

According to the statement, ‘Rainy Days’ will be
offering a blend of white noises and the sound
of rain that is neatly woven with V’s magical
voice. Surely, it will stir the deeper emotions of
the listeners. The next track ‘ Blue’ is an
amalgamation of old-school R&B and modern
musical grooves that adds a creative layer to the
track. There is ‘Love Me Again’ to offer an
alluring romantic essence along with some
soothing R&B vibes. Listeners will also witness
V’s signature baritone in this song.

‘Slow Dancing’ deserves a special mention as it
is the main focus of the whole project. This song
is comprised of ‘70s romantic soul style along
with a laid-back essence which offers a free-
spirited feeling, creating a mood for slow
dancing just like the title suggests. The bonus
track of the album is a soul-soothing piano
version of this track, slightly different from the
original yet similarly alluring.
Last but not least, there is ‘For Us’ to offer a
captivating soundscape of pop and R&B along
with an intriguing lyrical approach. The song
serves as an epilogue that can envelop listeners
with thought-provoking and unique lyrics.
While the other members of BTS have already
embarked on their solo endeavors, V is creating
a buzz again in the scene with this latest
project. V was recently found sharing a picture
on Instagram of his album boxes resting on
stairs and he said, "I'm sending them to every
house with the desire I want to deliver them to
you."
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Hozier
Announces
the Release
of ‘Unreal
Unearth’
The Irish singer-songwriter Hozier
is set to release his new album
‘Unreal Unearth’, based on Dante’s
14th-century literary piece
‘Inferno’, on August 18th.

After attaining a No.1 rank in the
US with ‘Wasteland, Baby!’, the
Irish singer-songwriter Hozier is on
his way to winning over the hearts
of his listeners with his upcoming
new album ‘Unreal Unearth’. The
singer took to Twitter on May 17,
2023, to announce the exciting
news, along with a picture of the
album cover: Hozier’s mouth, and a
flower between his teeth peeping
through the soil. The post read:
“My new album #UnrealUnearth
will find its way to you on August
18th.

I'm proud of this record and
enjoyed watching it come to life
over the past year. Thank you as
always for your support and
patience while it was coming to
fruition.

He also shared the link to pre-order
the album under the caption, much
to the delight of his fans, who
showered the post with positive
comments like: “A beacon of joy
from the underworld - will be using
the time until then to prepare
myself mentally and emotionally.”
and “thank you king”.

My new album #UnrealUnearth
will find its way to you on August
18th.

I'm proud of this record and
enjoyed watching it come to life
over the past year.

So far, the album is expected to
comprise 16 songs, including
singles like "Eat Your Young"
(Released: 17 March 2023),
"Francesca" (Released: 19 May
2023), "Unknown / Nth" (Released:
23 June 2023), and "De Selby (Part
2)" (Released: 21 July 2023). The
artist revealed that the inspiration
for ‘Unreal Unearth’ lay in 14th-
century Italian writer Dante
Alighieri's idea of the Nine Circles
of Hell, found in Inferno, which is
the first part of his epic poem
‘Divine Comedy’.

Speaking about his upcoming
project, the singer said: “The
album is quite eclectic and there’s
something of a retrospective in
what the sounds lean into. There’s
some moments that are a bit more
old school and stuff that’s
Nineties grunge sounding too.

 For other moments we were leaning
into playing with a lot of
synthesizers.”
The ‘The Parting Glass’ singer is set
to begin a major tour, kick-starting
in Glasgow in June and stopping off
at six spots across the country. The
UK leg of the tour is to round off by
the end of July at London’s
Alexandra Palace, after which it
would move to the US and would
continue touring until the end of
November, with 24 shows scheduled
in the country.

‘Eat Your Young’ dropped ten years
after the release of his first EP ‘Take
Me to Church’, which peaked at
number two on the Billboard 100 list
and was the stepping stone to his
international fame.
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NU-METAL ELDERS STILL GOT THEIR ZEST:
LIMP BIZKIT IS ROCKING THE PARTY LIKE

THEY DID IN 1999
The popularity of Limp Bizkit peaked when the Netflix series
Trainwreck: Woodstock ’99 came out and Fred Durst and co’s
irresistibly performed their pounding rebel anthem.

For every nu-metal fan, the night at the Calder Valley market hall
was terrifyingly charming. Limp Bizkit allegedly rocked The Piece
Hall to its very foundations with his highly engaging performance
at their historic Halifax venue. The incredible Florida rap rockers
delivered a sensational concert including some of their old and
some of their fresh releases. Delivering My Generation, 1999,
Rollin' (Air Raid Vehicle), Hot Dog, Pill Popper, Take A Look
Around, Dad Vibes, and Nookie before they performed their show-
stopping anthem Break Stuff.

The show was completely sold out with 5,500 dancing and

cheering with their performances. Their
frontman Fred Durst said, “What an incredible
vibe right here - this might just be my new
favorite spot! You are on fire tonight!" for the
incredibly enthusiastic crowd of the show.

While Durst was performing his fresh rendition
of "Yorkshire, Yorkshire" dedicating another
cover of the classic ‘The Who’s’. Right after that,
they performed their all-time incredibly popular
track Behind Blue Eyes to the White Rose
County. Joey Valence & Brae and Kenny Hoopla
supported the performance of Limp Bizkit for
the night.

The Limp Bizkit established in 1995 is popular
from their 1971 track and with time their music
has grown and offered some extremely
compelling works.

The legacy that has started in 1994 and still
makes a buzzing effect whenever they perform.
The band has three Grammy nominations that
they have sold over 40 million records
worldwide. They delivered over 20 chart-busting
numbers. And once the band became a part of
Netflix’s Trainwreck: Woodstock 99, the carnage
of the doomed show ushered in their timeless
popularity back.

In 2000, the Jacksonville quintet’s third album,
Chocolate Starfish and the Hot Dog Flavored
Water made history by becoming one of the
biggest bands in the history of music. And Fred
Durst was always a controversial soul with
numerous not-so-ideal incidents. And their
presence at the Piece Hall with puns like, “All
drinks are free for the next 45 seconds but
water’s $10.”

The groundbreaking summer sensation of The
Piece Hall series of Live concerts is still on and
probably be continuing on 22nd August. On that
day, the boygenius would play the first of their
two sell-out nights. Following that performance,
the electronic music legends Orbital will
perform on August 25th.

And on August 26th The Charlatans and Johnny
Marr will take the stage.
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The 2023
Reading
Festival Is
Enhanced
Even More
With A
Handful Of
Amazing
Performances
Performers are delivering their
powerful performances and setting
the stage on fire at this year’s
Reading Festival. Sensational
performances are on the top
news.Reading Festival is one of the
biggest music festivals in the music
industry. It is happening for three
days, starting from 25th August
and the celebration will continue to
27th August at Richfield Avenue.
The audiences are looking forward
to the remaining days of the
festival as they enjoyed all the
performances which already made
it to the main stage. Metal, Rock,
rap, pop, and dance are being
represented at this dual-site event.

Popular bands like Yard Act, Mimi
Webb, Wet Leg, Loyle Corner have
already given their power-pact
performances on 25th August at
Main Stage East. Foals, Bicep, Sea
Girls performed on the very same
day at Main Stage West. The crowd
enjoyed all the performances
throughout and expected more fun
from the upcoming ones. Even
nature could not make the fans stay
away from their heartthrobs. 

The rain could not lower the
spiritsacross the Reading Site
yesterday.

Foals frontman Yannis Philippakis
assures the audience ‘We’re gonna
have a fucking great night tonight,
Reading,’ and then launched
thrilling ‘Olympic Airways’. Foals
gave absolutely everything to the
crowd and entertained them
throughout their performance.
The Oxford band set the vibe high
of the concert. The band shook the
stage while performing.
Philippakis also mentioned “It’s
the end of the summer, but it’s the
start of your life,”
They played
‘Wake Me Up’
‘Mountain at My Gates’
‘Olympic Airways’
‘2001’
‘(Summer Sky)’
‘My Number’
‘2am’
‘In Degrees’
‘Spanish Sahara’
‘Red Socks Pugie’
‘Milk & Black Spiders’
‘The Runner’

‘Inhaler’
‘Black Bull’
‘What Went Down

‘Two Steps, Twice’

Loyle Carner’s sunset slot was an
emotional ride for the crowd. The
London rapper shared some
insightful information with his fans,
he talked about fatherhood and
friendship in his life. His
performance left no dry eye in the
crowd. But the smile on his face of
Loyle brightens the vibe.

On the very last day of the festival,
there are hit bands like Imagine
Dragons, Hot Milk, and The Snuts
who will be present to tear the stage
up with their majestic performances
on the Main Stage West. Fans cannot
wait any longer to experience the joy
ride at the concert. Overall, the very
popular Reading Festival is breaking
the heights of celebration of music
and entertainment.

Fans are going to carry the essence
with them for a long time until next
time.
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Drake’s
Humble
Request
‘Keep Your
Bras On’
With
Respect To
His Son’s
First Show
Superstar Drake had a very simple
request for the crowd, precisely his
fans the LA who were attending the
concert on Saturday, Aug 12. The
request was nothing but, “Y’all
keep your bras on.”

While the rapper visited the Kia
Forum in Inglewood, California; the
36-year-old Toronto MC asked to
the concert-hoppers not to throw
their inner wears and keep things
innocent with respect to his 5-year-
old son. It was part of his All a Blur
Tour, and this is the first time
Adonis Graham, Drake’s son
attended his show.

Drake told the audience, “Look, to
be honest with you, I can’t talk
about t***ies tonight in L.A.
because my son is at the show for
the first time.” He further said, “So
we’ve got to keep this real PG
tonight. Y’all keep your bras on.” It
was a humble request from a dad
for his sons and his fans can not do
anything but listen to him.

In the recent tours of Drake, Bra-
throwing has become a popular
and regular occurrence. It started
back in early July at Chicago’s
United Center. While his
performance was going at the
Barclays Center in Brooklyn, N.Y.
on July 21st, the ‘Rich Flex’
received quite a large bra thrown
at him onstage. Immediately
inspecting the undergarment, he
said, “36G?” and ordered, “Locate
this woman immediately.”

Later on, the person who threw
her bra was located and identified
indeed who is known as Veronica
Correia on TikTok. It was found
that later she got an offer to
appear for the Playboy. Prior to
the Saturday show at Kia Forum
show, Drake managed to squeeze

out a little time out of his busy
schedule to share an intimate
moment with his son.

On Social media, a photo got viral in
the afternoon when Drizzy posted a
cute photo of him working on his
son Adonis’ braided hair

Drake captioned the photo “Just
because you put a guy in a tuxedo
doesn’t make him a good guy,”

which is a quote from former NBA
star Allen Iverson. This father-son
relationship is creating quite a buzz
on the internet, and the request for
“No bras” was truly epic!
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